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The Macleay Swallowtail Butterfly

Macleay Museum wet specimen collection 

Renaming the collection with Aboriginal 
language 









Written in stone – exhibition install detail Macleay Museum 2015 



Ochre spinifex resin – exhibition install at Tin Sheds Gallery 2015



1875 Bark painting from port Essington at the Macleay museum – tested for ochre residue 
using the same types of equipment that are currently used on the Mars rover  



This collage shows the variety of soils found at landing sites on Mars. The elemental 
composition of the typical, reddish soils were investigated by NASA's Viking, Pathfinder 

and Mars Exploration Rover missions, and now with the Curiosity rover, using X-ray 
spectroscopy.



Using 3 D printing to 
visualise climate change 





Spinifex grass 

Resin mounted leilira blade Taap knife south west Australia 



3 D printed model of boomerang 



Indigenous rangers in Northern 
Territory use drones to find 
Abandoned fishing nets that 
destroy marine life

Indigenous rangers 
monitoring Mangrove die off 
And coral bleaching 



Fig. 7. Schematic representation of Dreaming song lines or “tracks” (parallel lines) and sites 
(points) across Australia’s lands and seas (from Mowaljarlai 1992). Ancestral characters as 
animals or plants formed these sites and/or tracks. The spatial connections show one means 
by which Aboriginal groups were linked across vast areas through ceremonies and 
knowledge exchange.



Drones can monitor bush fires but also help predict sites where bushfires may occur 



The Prandtl-m would theoretically eject from a satellite above Mars, glide down to the surface, 
and land. The plane could then be operated like a drone, flying over Mars' surface, checking out 
proposed landing sites for future manned missions to determine their suitability for landings. 
(Photo/NASA Illustration/Dennis Calaba)



NASA¹s Preliminary Research Aerodynamic Design to Lower Drag (PRANDTL-D) No. 3 aircraft successfully 
flew its first flight on Oct. 28, 2015. This flight test is the first of many that are aimed at improving flight 

efficiency. Engineers estimate future aircraft could see more than a 30 percent increase in fuel economy. The 
new wing design eliminates the weight & drag of the modern aircraft tail and its flight control surfaces.




